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ABSTRACT
The light curves observed in microlensing events due to binary lenses span an extremely wide
variety of forms, characterized by U-shaped caustic crossings and/or additional smoother
peaks. However, all peaks of the binary-lens light curve can be traced back to features of
caustics of the lens system. Moreover, all peaks can be categorized as one of only four types
(cusp-grazing, cusp-crossing, fold-crossing or fold-grazing). This enables us to present the
first complete map of the parameter space of the equal-mass case by identifying regions in
which light curves feature the same number and nature of peaks. We find that the total number
of morphologies that can be obtained is 73 out of 232 different regions. The partition of the
parameter space so-obtained provides a new key to optimize modelling of observed events
through a clever choice of initial conditions for fitting algorithms.
Key words: Gravitational lensing: micro – methods: numerical.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Einstein (1936) showed that the light curve of a source microlensed
by a single foreground compact object is given by an extremely sim-
ple symmetric bell-shape, described analytically by a very compact
formula, now known as the Paczyn´ski curve (Paczynski 1986). It is
somewhat frustrating that by adding just another lens the complexity
of microlensing explodes so dramatically that after almost 30 years
of active theoretical and observational research a complete classifi-
cation of all possible light-curve morphologies is still missing even
in the simplest static case! The lack of a complete knowledge of
the light-curve zoology represents a considerable handicap in the
modelling of real microlensing events. In fact, in order to set initial
conditions for fitting, one may follow two routes: either blindly set-
up a dense grid in the parameter space or identify good initial seeds
with light-curve morphologies close to the one we wish to model.
The first approach is more systematic but can be time consuming
and redundant; furthermore, it does not guarantee the complete-
ness of the exploration of all possible corners, which may remain
hidden in the space between consecutive points in the grid. The sec-
ond approach promises to be more efficient in terms of computing
time but needs to be supported by a robust and rigorous theoretical
framework in order to be safely pursued.
Historically, it is not uncommon for modellers to explore specific
morphological traits of light curves to narrow down the parameter
space to be searched, as has been done by authors such as Mao &
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Di Stefano (1995), Dominik & Hirshfeld (1996), Di Stefano &
Perna (1997), Albrow et al. (1999a), Dominik (1999a), Han &
Gaudi (2008), but literature that systematically covers the whole
range of possible morphologies is more scarce. The modelling of
observed multiple-lens microlensing light curves requires extensive
computation of the magnification curves. Much effort has been in-
vested into speeding up the modelling process, by improving the
parametrization (An et al. 2002; Cassan 2008; Bennett 2010; Ben-
nett et al. 2012; Penny 2014), by employing neural networks to
map light-curve features to model light curves (Vermaak 2007).
Of course, this development happened alongside of substantial ad-
vances in the code implementation of existing algorithms.
Mao & Di Stefano (1995) discussed a new method for modelling
binary microlensing events: the positions and amplitudes of binary
light-curve extrema are compared to those stored in a pre-compiled
(unblended, point-source) light-curve library to find promising can-
didate events, which in turn provide initial parameter sets for a more
conventional fitting procedure. This approach works well for multi-
peak events, where the source trajectory passes over or close to the
binary caustics.
Di Stefano & Perna (1997) developed the library approach fur-
ther by describing any binary-lens light curve by the set of co-
efficients of Chebyshev basis polynomials. They note that the
Chebyshev expansion will never exactly match the microlensing
light curve, because there will be extra extrema and inflection
points, but an arbitrarily precise agreement can be achieved (lim-
ited by computational power) by further expansion. In this way,
a model search can be refined until the photometric precision of
the data points is matched. They find model parameter solutions to
smooth and caustic-crossing light curves by comparing the rough
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characteristics of the light curve (positions of extrema and inflec-
tion points and the magnification values at these points) with a
pre-computed light-curve library and then searching the nearby en-
vironment in the physical parameter space with an increased sam-
pling density until they find a match (or multiple matches) that
satisfies the desired precision. In principle, this method is quite
good at finding degenerate solutions and higher-order or even non-
microlensing parameters can easily be integrated, but again it re-
mains unclear whether all relevant parameter-space regions have
corresponding entries in the library. The optimistic assertion that
the ‘morphological features change in a way that is gradual and
consistent as the physical parameters are changed’ (Di Stefano &
Perna 1997) is most likely true for smooth light curves, but for
caustic-crossing light curves, we know that very small changes in
the source trajectory can have dramatic implications for the number
of extrema and their relative positions.
Night, Di Stefano & Schwamb (2008) make a broad distinction
between smooth light curves and caustic-crossing light curves, but
the classification is not based on the light curve itself, but on the
source trajectory and its closeness to the caustics, i.e. the known
simulation parameters, not the observable data. They come to the
conclusion that the ratio of smoothly perturbed to caustic-crossing
binary-lens light curves is rather low in survey detections, which
can partly be explained by the fact that caustic-crossing peaks stand
out unambiguously, whereas smooth perturbations often can have a
range of competing explanations (such as binary sources, parallax
effects, orbital motion).
In Bozza et al. (2012), a detailed morphological assessment is
used for the modelling of OGLE-2008-BLG-510 and furthermore
the groundwork is laid for a real-time binary event modelling code
[further based on Bozza (2001) and Bozza (2010)]. The code relies
on a wide choice of starting conditions (‘seeds’) from where a
search for local χ2 minima is carried out. The choice of seeds is
based on the morphology of the binary caustics, with the assumption
that binary-lens light curves sampled from a given region of the
parameter space lie on a smooth slope of the χ2 landscape as long as
the morphology of the light curves does not change. The morphology
is understood, in this case, as a given peak sequence of caustic
crossings and grazings, with any newly created or destroyed peak
leading to a change in morphology.
Our intention, with the present work, is to take the move from the
path traced by Mao & Di Stefano (1995) and Di Stefano & Perna
(1997) and achieve the first complete classification of light curves in
the binary microlensing problem. By studying peak-number plots,
we can separate groupings of light curves in the binary-lens param-
eter space. We are not concerned with directly establishing light-
curve models, but we want to ensure that we classify all possible
light curves. We then want to improve our understanding of the
relations between the parameter space and the light curves.
The variety of microlensing light curves can seem overwhelming,
but the trained eye recognizes familiar patterns and translates them
back to the parameter space. In fact, the shape of a microlensing
light curve does follow certain rules: not any arbitrary curve can be
interpreted as a microlensing light curve. Specifically, the limited
topologies of the binary-lens magnification maps allow only for a
limited range of light-curve morphologies.
Consequently, the fundamental idea of this work is to identify the
building blocks of microlensing light curves and develop a classifi-
cation scheme that can be directly applied to observed light curves
and that allows for a significant narrowing of the modelling parame-
ter space, while, unlike any other approach, guaranteeing complete-
ness. We want to gain a good understanding of the range of possible
light curves and how the identified morphological classes relate to
subspaces of the modelling parameter space. As a first step, we
focus on an in-depth study of the equal-mass binary lens, while the
framework developed applies to the general case. On reviewing the
properties of this special case in Section 2, we use the opportunity
to introduce a convenient notation for caustic elements. Section 3
introduces our morphology classification scheme, which is based
on the four fundamental peak types that occur in microlensing; we
also discuss the practicalities, such as the light-curve simulation,
the peak counting and the identification of iso-maxima regions with
light-curve morphologies. In Section 4, we summarize and discuss
the current results of this study, we leave some further considerations
to Section 5, and stress its future potential in Section 6, while the
bulk of the content is shown in tabular and graphical form in Table 3
and in Figs 11 to 18.
2 MI CRO LENSI NG OF EQUA L-MASS BI NA RY
SYSTEMS
2.1 Parametrization
Gravitational microlensing is characterized by the angular Einstein
radius
θE =
√
4GM
c2
DS − DL
DLDS
, (1)
where M is the total mass of the (foreground) lens object, while DL
and DS denote the lens and source distances from the observer. In the
course of a microlensing event, the separation between each pair of
images is of the order of θE, which is less than a milliarcsecond for
typical observed events with the source in the bulge (DS ∼ 8 kpc),
and the lens being a main-sequence star half-way to the source
(DL ∼ 4 kpc, M ∼ 0.3 M).
If one assumes uniform, rectilinear relative proper motion μ be-
tween the lens and source, the magnification due to a single-point
lens is described by only three parameters: u0, the closest angular
impact of the source to the centre of mass expressed in units of θE,
the Einstein radius crossing time tE ≡ θE/μ, and the time of closest
approach t0 of the source to the centre of mass of the lens system,
which is typically used to fix the epoch of observations, but is irrel-
evant for the light-curve shape. Beyond the single-lens parameters,
we need the binary mass ratio q = m2/m1, where m1 is the primary
mass of the binary-lens system and m2 the secondary mass in units
of the total mass of the system M, the angular separation of the
binary components s in units of θE, the angular source star radius
ρ still in units of θE, and the angle α, between the direction vector
from the primary to the secondary and the direction of the source
relative to the lens (see also Fig. 1). We assume uniform, rectilinear
relative proper motion between source and lens for the simulations
and ignore higher-order effects. The observed light curve is the sum
of the source flux FS, amplified by the microlensing effect A(t; u0,
tE, t0, q, s, ρ, α), and the blend flux FB contributed by unresolved
sources
F (t) = FSA(t) + FB. (2)
For the purposes of this morphological study, FS and FB have no
impact as they just represent a multiplicative and an additive factor
respectively.
Our parametrization is equivalent to the convention detailed in
Skowron et al. (2011, appendix A), except that we regard the source
rather than the lens system as moving, resulting in a difference
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Figure 1. Our definition of u0 and α. The impact parameter u0 is positive,
when source and lens (centre of mass) pass each other on the right-hand
side as projected on the plane of sky. α is the angle between the binary axis
(pointing from primary to secondary mass) and the source trajectory.
of αhere = αSkowron0 − π . A change by π just means the source is
travelling in the opposite direction on the same trajectory which
does not affect the morphology of the light curve, in other words it
is a time reversal of the light curve. More on the parameter space
symmetries in Section 3.3.
2.2 Caustics
In the theoretical treatment of multiple-lens systems, caustics are
singular lines where the flux of a point source is infinitely magnified.
Schneider & Weiß (1986) have shown that there are exactly three
distinct caustic topologies for the case of an equal-mass binary
lens. Erdl & Schneider (1993) confirmed this to be true for arbitrary
mass ratios. They also noted the transition points in the binary-lens
separation where the caustic topology changes depending on the
lens mass ratio q (also cf. Dominik 1999b). A caustic enters the
close-separation topology domain when s < sc,
m1m2 = 1
s8c
(
1 − s4c
3
)3
, (3)
and will show the wide-separation topology when sw < s,
s2w =
(
3√m1 + 3√m2
)3
. (4)
The three topologies (close, intermediate, wide) are shown in
Figs 2–4 for representative choices of the separation parameter.
These figures also contain the labels of the notation to be intro-
duced and discussed in Section 2.3. An isolated pair of lenses close
to each other (i.e. s < √2/2 for q = 1) result in three caustics
(Fig. 2): one diamond shaped at the centre of mass, and two small,
triangular, secondary caustics set off from the binary axis. If the
angular separation of the two lenses is of the order of one Einstein
radius, there will be only one central, relatively large, six-cusped
caustic (see Fig. 3). For the equal-mass binary lens ‘of the order of’
means the exact range
√
2/2 < s < 2. If the two lenses are far from
each other (s > 2), two diamond-shaped caustics close to the true
position of the lenses result. We recollect that caustic lines are al-
ways concave in the coplanar binary-lens case relevant for Galactic
microlensing applications. Petters, Levine & Wambsganss (2001)
go into more mathematical detail in describing caustics through
singularity theory of differentiable maps.
Moving from point to extended sources, the singularities of the
lens map are regularized by an integration over the finite angular
disc of the source. As Schneider & Weiß (1986, fig. 9) have shown,
an increase in angular source size leads to decreased peak mag-
nification, a broadening of the peak width and a displacement of
the peak, which means that the maximum will occur later when a
Figure 2. Caustic feature notation of the close-separation binary lens.
Figure 3. Caustic feature notation of the intermediate-separation binary
lens.
larger source enters a caustic (and earlier at the exit). Magnification
maps of extended sources feature closed high-magnification lines
that can be easily recognized as originating from the smoothing-out
of caustics. These high magnification lines asymptotically approach
the mathematical caustics as the source size shrinks to zero.
As an aside, introducing a third lens can lead to exceed-
ingly more complicated caustic structures (Rhie 2002). Daneˇk &
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Figure 4. Caustic feature notation of the wide-separation binary lens.
Table 1. Caustic feature notation, also illustrated in the sketches in Figs 2–4.
Notation Meaning
a, b Fold
A, B, C, D Cusp
1 Nearer binary mass 1
2 Nearer binary mass 2
t ‘Above’ binary axis (i.e. left of binary vector)
b ‘Below’ binary axis (i.e. right of binary vector)
p Primary caustic (in close-separation case)
s Secondary caustic (in close-separation case)
[a. . . ; [A. . . Caustic entry (via fold; via cusp)
. . . a]; . . . A] Caustic exit (via fold; via cusp)
[. . . a . . . ] Fold grazing [always inside (or on) caustic for binary case]
. . . A . . . Cusp grazing [always outside (or on) caustic for binary case]
Heyrovsky´ (2015a, b) have set out to explore the full range of
triple-lens caustic topologies. To quote just one very specific exam-
ple, the case of three masses positioned at the tips of an equilateral
triangle with two equal masses at (1 − μ)/2 and a third mass at μ
boasts 10 different caustic topologies. Many of those can be found
in other triple-lens scenarios, but the list of 10 is nowhere close to
covering the whole range possible.
2.3 Notation for caustic elements
All extrema of a binary-lens light curve can be traced back to
features of the caustic of the lens system. We have developed a
‘shorthand’ notation for these features, sketched in Figs 2–4 and
listed in Table 1. In this study, we use and depict this shorthand
only for the equal-mass binary lens, but we point out its universal
applicability to binary-lens caustics of any mass ratio.
We denote folds of a caustic with a lower-case letter and cusps
with an upper-case letter. Local maxima arise either when the source
trajectory approaches or crosses a fold or a cusp. We discuss the
peak types in detail in Section 3.1.
We recall that the magnification of a point source diverges as
fc,on/δy if one hits the cusp along its axis and as fc,off/δy2/3 if one
hits it off-axis (Schneider, Ehlers & Falco 1992). For fold cross-
ing, the magnification diverges as ff/δy1/2 when approaching the
singular line from the inside. Following these basic analytic formu-
lae, all cusps are strongly magnifying compared to their immediate
surroundings. The strength of magnification varies considerably be-
tween one point on a fold line and another depending on the factor
ff, which becomes weaker as we move off the binary-lens axis.
It is the cusps closest to the binary axis that are the strongest
in comparison. In the equal-mass binary case, regardless of the
specific topology, the points of maximum magnification are the two
‘A’-cusps on the binary axis, followed by those parts of the ‘a’-folds
closest to the axis.
The four off-axis cusps (‘B’) in the intermediate case (cf. Fig. 3)
can be traced across different separations. When the two lenses
are moved closer together, the a-folds will eventually merge and
split the single caustic line into three separate caustics. The newly
created cusps are denoted by ‘C’. A similar metamorphosis takes
place, when the two lenses are set further apart, except that in this
case the ‘b’-folds will merge to form the new ‘D’-cusps.
In the close topology, the closer the two lenses are positioned, the
further the two triangular, secondary caustics will move out from the
axis and they will continually decrease in size and strength, whereas
the central caustic only decreases in size but gains in strength, until
the binary lens becomes indistinguishable from a single lens for
s → 0.
Conversely, in the wide topology, the two arrow-shaped caustics
become more and more symmetric towards a diamond shape and
decrease in size, until for s → ∞ the B-cusps point perpendicular
to the axis and the D-cusps become more equal in strength to the
A-cusps. Ultimately, the two caustics shrink to two points, at which
stage two independent single lenses will be observed rather than
one binary system.
All peaks arising from features closer to or facing the lens on
the left side are furnished with an index ‘1’, whereas those nearer
the right side lens are indexed ‘2’. We also want to distinguish the
symmetric caustic features, which are mirrored across the binary
axis. Quite arbitrarily, we denote them with ‘t’ or top, if they are
on the left-hand side of the binary axis (looking from primary to
secondary) and ‘b’ or bottom, if they lie on the right-hand side.
Figs 2–4 better illustrate the ‘logic’ behind this choice.
In the special case of an equal-mass binary under examination,
we have a second symmetry axis through the centre of mass, i.e.
through the mid-point between the two lenses and perpendicular
to the binary axis. This does not affect the choice of notation. The
chosen caustic feature notation scheme covers all scenarios with
two point lenses, including mass ratios very different from unity.
The notation scheme is summarized in Table 1.
3 C LASSI FI CATI ON SCHEME AND
M E T H O D O L O G Y
Having revisited the basic structure of equal-mass binary lenses and
having established an alphanumeric notation to identify every fold
and cusp in each of the three topologies, we now move to the classi-
fication of microlensing light curves. First, we define a light-curve
morphology based solely on observable features of light curves
(Section 3.1). By spanning the whole parameter space of binary mi-
crolensing, we simulate light curves (Section 3.2) and assign them
to the corresponding morphology class. In this way, we can identify
every region in the parameter space in which the same morphology
arises as the result of the encounter of a determinate sequence of
caustic features by the source along its trajectory (Section 3.3).
3.1 The four peak types in microlensing
Given that the most obvious characteristic of microlensing light
curves is the sequence and shape of their local extrema, this se-
quence provides a natural taxonomic key for our light-curve clas-
sification scheme. We propose that a class of light curves can be
identified by the common sequence of peak types. We then recog-
nize that any microlensing light-curve maximum is created by one
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of four basic mechanisms. We discuss the four peak types in detail
below, but in short summary they are:
(i) a cusp grazing (C),
(ii) a caustic fold entry (F-) or exit (-F),
(iii) a cusp entry (C-) or exit (-C),
(iv) a fold grazing (-F-).
Now, in detail:
(i) the cusp grazing, C: the peak that arises when the source
passes outside the caustic but close enough to one of the cusps to
pass over the lobe of increased magnification is a ‘cusp grazing’.
We unambiguously call a light-curve ‘cusp-grazing’, if the source
trajectory is outside the caustic pre- and post-peak and only a single
peak results. The Paczyn´ski curve can be understood as a grazing
of the point caustic (or infinite-order cuspoid) of the single lens.
The name Paczyn´ski curve should be reserved for single-lens light
curves only, but in the limits where a binary lens resembles a single
lens, when the source does not pass close to the caustics or when
the caustics are very small relative to the solid angle of the source,
a single-peaked light curve will result. We do not register any mor-
phological difference to the cusp grazing in the narrow sense.
(ii) The fold entry/exit, F-/-F: when the source enters on a caustic
fold, this creates a very distinctly shaped curve (cf. Schneider et al.
1992; Gaudi & Petters 2002), with a steep, almost vertical rise
followed by a more parabolic fall, which does not descend as low
as the caustic-exterior magnification. The morphology is mirrored
in the fold exit. A pair of fold entry and exit peaks give rise to the
familiar double caustic crossing signature.
(iii) The cusp entry/exit, C-/-C: if the caustic is entered or exited
along a cusp, the peak will have a more symmetric shape, because
the lobe outside the caustic and the close proximity of the fold lines
on the inside of the caustic attenuate the gradient of the passage on
both sides. The fact that the magnification in the caustic interior is
increased can help to distinguish it from a cusp-grazing.1
(iv) The ‘interior fold approach’ or fold grazing, -F-: this type of
peak occurs inside the caustic, while the source trajectory passes
close to a caustic fold. Due to the concavity of the caustic lines, the
fold-grazing peak will only be observed if it is an interior approach.
A special case is the peak that occurs when two or more caustic
lines are close enough or strong enough to raise the magnification
of an extended area between them, giving rise to a peak that cannot
be directly attributed to one single fold.
These ‘building blocks’ of microlensing light curves can be se-
quenced, subject to a few rules:
(i) a caustic entry must be followed by a caustic exit2
(ii) a caustic exit cannot occur, if the caustic has not been entered
before
(iii) a fold grazing can only take place inside a caustic
(iv) a cusp grazing can only take place outside a caustic
(v) due to the concave curvature, a straight caustic-crossing tra-
jectory must exit by a fold (or cusp) different from the one through
which it entered (Cassan et al. 2010).
All binary microlensing light curves (in the parameter space con-
sidered in this study) adhere to these rules, but just conforming to
1 Mao, Witt & An (2013) have recently shown that this is not necessarily
the case for a multi-planar lens distribution.
2 For n > 3 lenses the number of entries and exits may be unequal as caustic
lines can be intersecting and nesting. For n = 2, one caustic entry must be
followed by one caustic exit, before another caustic entry can occur.
these rules does not guarantee a microlensing light curve since the
possible caustic topologies are limited (Erdl & Schneider 1993).
It is well known that similar light-curve morphologies may arise
in completely different situations, with source trajectories inter-
acting with different cusps or folds in different topologies. Such
disconnected regions can be identified by specifying the folds and
cusps involved using the notation introduced in Section 2.3. Then
the symbols identifying a sequence of peaks conforming to a specific
morphology class (e.g. F-F C) can be replaced by the correspond-
ing caustic elements involved (e.g. [at1bt ]Bt2 ). Since the folds and
cusp symbols already carry subscripts, in order to generate more
reader-friendly sequences, we indicate the caustic entry and exits
by square brackets and suppress the bar for the grazings. So a fold
entry is ‘[a. . . ’, a cusp entry ‘[A. . . ’, with the exit being ‘. . . ]’. A
fold grazing is ‘[. . . a. . . ]’ and a cusp grazing is given by ‘A’. These
notations detailing the caustic features involved in the light-curve
morphology sequence are also summarized in Table 1. We will use
the synthetic notation (e.g. F-F C) for identifying a light-curve mor-
phology class irrespective of its possible interpretations in terms of
source trajectories and caustics involved, and the detailed notation
([at1bt ]Bt2 in this example) to identify the iso-maxima region(s) in
the parameter space giving rise to that specific morphology.
To see an example of a light-curve classification ‘at work’, con-
sider the light curve in Fig. 11(h) where we see a (symmetric) cusp
entry (C-) paired with a (asymmetric) fold exit (-F) and a post-
caustic grazing of the cusp lobe (C),
C − F︸ ︷︷ ︸
caustic
traversal
C︸︷︷︸
cusp
lobe
.
The detailed sequence specifying the folds and cusps involved in
this light curve is [A1at2]A2.
Fig. 12(d) gives a nice example with a clear-cut fold entry (F-),
followed by a second peak still inside the caustic, which can only
be an inner fold approach (-F-), a fold exit (-F) and followed by a
final cusp lobe grazing (C), so we classify it as
F − F − F︸ ︷︷ ︸
caustic
traversal
C︸︷︷︸
cusp
lobe
.
The detailed sequence specifying the folds and cusps involved in
this light curve is [ab1at1at2]Bt2.
Keeping the caustic geometry fixed and displacing the source
trajectory, we can appreciate the changes in the light-curve mor-
phology, with peaks merging or disappearing while other peaks ap-
pear or separate in two. These transition morphologies need some
further attention in order to be assigned to specific classes without
ambiguities.
In this respect, consider the case of Fig. 5, representing the mor-
phing from two fold crossings F-F to a cusp-grazing C. When the
extended source trajectory cuts a cusp nearly perpendicularly to its
axis, the light curve features a transition morphology with a single
peak preceded and followed by derivative discontinuities, typical
of fold crossings (trajectories ST2 and ST3 in Fig. 5). Introducing
a new intermediate ‘cusp cutting’ class would not be very useful,
since the detection of the two discontinuities at the base of the peak
could never be unambiguously assessed in real observations. Only
a very detailed analysis of the light curve would distinguish a cusp-
cutting from a cusp-grazing trajectory. Keeping in mind that the
purpose of our study is to identify regions in the parameter space
that may give rise to independent seeds for model searches, we
MNRAS 450, 1565–1584 (2015)
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Figure 5. Comparison of fold-crossing and cusp-grazing source trajectories
(ST 1 to 4) and resulting light curves. The angular source size is indicated
by the white circles. From left to right, the light-curve morphology evolves
from a double fold crossing F-F for ST 1 to a cusp-grazing C (ST 2, 3
and 4). Where exactly this transition occurs depends on the angular source
size; with a smaller source, ST 2 would also lead to a double-peaked fold
crossing.
assign these cusp-cutting peaks to the broader cusp-grazing class,
extending its definition by including all trajectories for which the
cusp cutting does not give rise to two fold-crossing peaks with a dip
in between. In some sense, this statement is already contained in
the above definition, in which we required that the source is outside
the caustic pre- and post-peak and only one peak occurs. This spe-
cific example should help avoiding any confusion. It follows that
the peak classification does not just depend on the source trajectory
relative to the lens positions, but equally on the angular source size
relative to the caustic size. This means that a given source trajectory
(e.g. ST 2 in Fig. 5) can yield an F-F morphology for a smaller
source and a C morphology for a larger source, whereas for a given
source size ST 1 can result in an F-F pair, but ST 2 will only show
a single peak and be classified as cusp-grazing C.
Another situation almost complementary to the previous one oc-
curs when a fold grazing morphs into two fold crossings as the
source trajectory changes from fully internal to tangent and then
secant to the fold. Adopting the same convention as before, we ex-
tend the ‘fold-grazing’ class to include the transition peak occurring
when the source moves tangentially to the fold, as long as the peak
remains single.
Transition morphologies can be more complicated than these two
cases illustrated above and may also involve changes in the caustic
Figure 6. Classification in the case of a beak-to-beak metamorphosis. The
magnification curves result from the same source trajectory, but with dif-
ferent source sizes (as indicated by the white circles). The smallest source
produces an unambiguous fold-grazing, as the central peak occurs inside
the caustic (C-F-C). Interestingly, the larger sources create a central pair of
peaks instead, thus leading us to classify the light curves as C-C C-C. This
might seem counterintuitive, before one considers the convoluted magnifica-
tion pattern, where it becomes clear that a larger source shifts the position of
the beak-to-beak fold merger – thereby causing the caustic topology change
to occur at a smaller separation compared to the smaller source.
topologies. In Fig. 6, we have a fold-grazing source trajectory C-F-
C, across a caustic that is close to the limits of the intermediate-to-
wide transition, which morphs into a cusp exit/entry pair, C-C C-C,
with an increased source size.
In summary, all sorts of transitions can be safely treated by
adopting the extended definitions of cusp-grazing and fold-grazing
classes just described, including the transition peaks before they
split into two. Now we are ready to apply our classification scheme
to arbitrarily complicated light curves without facing any more am-
biguities.
3.2 Light-curve simulation and processing
In order to achieve a complete classification of binary-lens light-
curve morphologies, we process simulated light curves. We then
consider light curves grouped in the parameter space by their num-
ber of maxima. The parameter space we want to cover is the equal-
mass lens (q = 1), the separation s across all topologies and the
source trajectory parameters 0 ≤ α < 2π and u0 as far as new mor-
phologies can be expected to occur. We use an extended source with
angular radius 0.002 θE. For each light curve we record the num-
ber of peaks and visualize the results in peak-number plots (over
α and u0). The resulting iso-maxima regions are examined with re-
gard to the contained light-curve morphologies. Broadly speaking,
an iso-maxima region, covering a ‘bundle’ of neighbouring source
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trajectories, corresponds to a specific sequence of caustic features.
One step up in the classification hierarchy, different iso-maxima
regions are collected in morphology classes (as introduced in Sec-
tion 3). The fixed source size used in our investigation is small
enough to probe the caustics of an equal-mass binary lens in detail
but large enough to let cusp crossings occur in finite regions of the
parameter space. Different choices will cause a slight shift of the
boundaries of the iso-maxima regions (cf. Figs 5 and 6). This point
is further discussed in Section 5.
In our examination of the equal-mass binary-lens case, we sim-
ulate microlensing light curves for all (relevant) volumes of the (s,
α, u0) parameter space. We simulate the light curves with inverse
ray shooting, using a software library written in 2010 by Marnach.3
Assuming static lenses, this means we can compute magnification
maps for every (q, s) set, fold them with the source star profile with
a radius ρ and then extract a large number of light curves differing
in α and u0 at virtually no computational cost. During the peak
counting, numerical noise can create artificial peaks and troughs,
especially for source trajectories that run at a small angle to fold
lines. To avoid these, we require a minimal difference between the
maximum and the minima on either side of 5 per cent of the nearest
local minimum value, before a trough-peak-trough occurrence is
counted as a peak. Because of this threshold, sometimes true peaks
will be disregarded in the maxima counting algorithm. But this is
unlikely to make us miss a whole iso-maxima region, as generally
the region boundary (where the formerly disregarded peak becomes
significant) will only be slightly shifted in the (u0, α) plane.
3.3 Iso-maxima regions
Per examined separation, we plot the number of local maxima per
light curve over α, u0 of its source trajectory (see Fig. 7). In the
resulting plot, we can identify and isolate regions of a uniform peak
number, which we call iso-maxima regions.
Due to the inherent symmetries, we can restrict ourselves to
the first quadrant, 0 < u0, 0 < α < π/2. Beyond the trivial peri-
odicity of α with period 2π , there are several symmetries in the
two-dimensional (u0, α) space. Generally, for a binary lens,
(u0, α) ⇔ (−u0,−α) (5)
is an exact degeneracy, which is caused by the intrinsic symmetry
of the binary lens across the binary axis. Skowron et al. (2009,
appendix A) argue (and this has been common practice for a while
(see e.g. Albrow et al. 1999b)] that models for static binaries should
be expressed in the range u≥ 0 and 0≤α < 2π , with the exception of
cases that display parallax effect where the apparent source position
can appear on both sides of the lens. We generally subscribe to this
view; nonetheless it is instructive to, at least once, visualize the
‘full’ parameter space (see Section 4).
Since we are interested in the morphology only,
(u0, α) ⇔ (−u0, α + π ) (6)
gives the symmetry of a time reversal (where the sign of u0 has to
change according to the convention, because the source now passes
the lens on the other side). We can also combine the two,
(u0, α) ⇔ (u0, π − α). (7)
3 Published at https://github.com/smarnach/luckylensing.
For the special case of the equal-mass binary, we also have a perfect
degeneracy
u0 ⇔ −u0, (8)
i.e. the plot is axis-symmetric in u0.
We note that whenever one moves from one iso-maxima region
to a neighbouring one, the morphology of the light-curve peaks
changes – naturally, because the border will be overstepped when-
ever a peak is created or destroyed. We record the caustic feature
sequence for the light curves of each region (see Table 2), and re-
alize that in a given quadrant, there are no two iso-maxima regions
with the same number of peaks that contain the same sequence of
caustic features.
We then map the caustic features to the broader peak typology,
thereby reducing the complexity of the light-curve description and
enabling us to collate different regions in more general morphology
classes.
4 R ESULTS
Focusing on the equal-mass binary lens, we analysed peak-number
plots spanning all three caustic topologies and the two transitioning
cases: close (s = 0.5, 0.65), close-to-intermediate (s = 0.7), inter-
mediate (s = 0.85, 1.0, 1.5), intermediate-to-wide (s = 2.05) and
wide (s = 2.5). As discussed in Section 3.2, we were motivated
to use an extended source with an angular radius, ρ = 0.002 (in
units of θE) and work with a peak threshold of 5 per cent above the
nearest minima.
Within the peak-number plots, we know the light-curve compo-
sition in each (substantial) iso-maxima region, i.e. we know which
sequence of caustic features produces the observable peaks of all
light curves in that region. We note that it is mostly a bijective map-
ping, with only very few regions containing more than one kind of
caustic feature sequences. In no case do two unconnected regions
share the same caustic feature sequence.
The light curves (and iso-maxima regions) are collected in mor-
phology classes, where each peak is morphologically classified as
one of the following: cusp-grazing, cusp-crossing, fold-crossing
or fold-grazing. A substantial subset of morphology classes can be
found in all examined separation settings. Other classes only appear
when a higher or lower separation leads to multi-caustic topologies,
whereas the specific example of a double fold grazing is necessarily
limited to the intermediate caustic cases.
The extreme variety of binary microlensing phenomenology can
be appreciated by summarizing the results of our search in a few
numbers. We have found 73 different light-curve morphologies ac-
cording to our classification based on the sequence of peaks. These
morphologies arise in 232 independent regions of the parameter
space. The simplest morphologies can be obtained in many differ-
ent ways. For example, the simplest caustic crossing light-curve
class, F-F, can be found in seven disconnected volumes of the pa-
rameter space. If we add shoulders to this caustic crossing, with the
classical sequence C F-F C, we find nine different volumes. We
emphasize the fact that thanks to our thorough investigation we are
able to quantify the exact number of independent physical models
that can qualitatively reproduce an observable light curve for the
first time! More complicated morphologies with multiple caustic
crossings are rarer and appear in fewer regions of the parameter
space. A microlensing light curve for an equal-mass binary lens can
have up to 10 peaks, if the source moves near the vertical axis of a
close configuration.
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Figure 7. Plot of the number of maxima per light curve in the first quadrant of the (u0, α) parameter space for the equal-mass binary lens at separation s = 1.0
(intermediate caustic topology): white means the light curve has a single peak, dark blue means six peaks, higher values are numerical noise in this instance.
Each labelled region represents a grouping of source trajectories and corresponding light curves that follow a specific caustic feature sequence (see Table 2).
Rarely are two regions with the same number of peaks directly connected (cf. III b and III g above).
5 FU RT H E R C O N S I D E R AT I O N S
Source size. A hypothetical point source is often useful in theoretical
studies of the behaviour of gravitational lenses, but because we want
to examine the range of real, observable light-curve morphologies,
we use an extended source size of 0.002 θE for our simulations. The
source size does influence the shape of a light curve, as discussed
in Section 3. A pair of fold crossings can be merged into a single
peak, a whole caustic can be crossed and appear as a single peak,
but as long as the solid angle of the source area is small relative
to the caustic extent, the absolute size will not change the number
of distinct morphologies that can be studied. For the studied mass
ratio q = 1, we can afford to use a moderately large source that
reduces the numerical noise in our samples. Meaningful studies
of planetary mass ratios, q  10−3, require a smaller source size.
We point out that not all of the peak types of Section 3.1 can be
simulated with a point source: the cusp crossing can only occur,
if the point source enters the caustic exactly over the infinitesi-
mal cusp point. The probability for this occurrence is therefore
zero.
Two peaks will generally merge into one, if their angular sep-
aration is smaller than the angular source diameter (disregarding
limb-darkening effects). In our simulations the source has a diame-
ter of 4 × 10−3 θE, i.e. peaks within 4 × 10−4 tE of each other would
be missed. We work with the assumption that a larger source size
can only lead to a smaller number of identified morphologies. This
has been visually demonstrated for q = 1.0, s = 1.0 in Fig. 8. Liebig
(2014) also documents the entirety of morphological classes for a
source radius of 10−2 θE and they are a subset of the morphology
presented here.
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Table 2. Caustic feature sequences for the iso-maxima regions
in Fig. 7 (q = 1.0, s = 1.0). Each sequence is unique to its
region, while the morphology classes generally span several
independent regions.
Region label Caustic feature sequence Morphology class
I a A1orBt1 C
II a [A1A2] C-C
II b [at1at2] F-F
II c Bt1Bt2 C-C
II d [ab1at2] F-F
II e [at1bt] F-F
II f [ab1bt] F-F
II g A1Bt1 C-C
II h [bbbt] F-F
II i [bbbt] F-F
III a [A1at2]A2 C-F C
III b A1[at1at2] C F-F
III c [at1btat2] F-F-F
III d A1[ab1at2] C F-F
III e [at1bt]Bt2 F-F C
III f [ab1at1at2] F-F-F
III g A1[at1Bt2] C F-C
III h A1[at1bt] C F-F
III i [ab1at2]Bt2 F-F C
III j [ab1at1Bt2] F-F-C
III k [ab1bt]Bt2 F-F C
III l [ab1at1bt] F-F-F
III m Bb1[ab1bt] C F-F
III n [bbab1bt] F-F-F
III o [ab1at1]Bt1 F-F C
III p Bb1A1B1 C C C
IV a A1[at1at2]A2 C F-F C
IV b [at1bt][btat2] F-F F-F
IV c A1[ab1at2]A2 C F-F C
IV d A1[at1bt]Bt2 C F-F C
IV e [ab1at1][at1at2] F-F F-F
IV f A1[at1at2]Bt2 C F-F C
IV g [ab1at1at2]Bt2 F-F-F C
IV h [ab1at1][at1Bt2] F-F F-C
IV i [ab1at1bt]Bt2 F-F-F C
IV j Bb1[ab1at2]Bt2 C F-F C
IV k [ab1at1][at1bt] F-F F-F
IV l [bbab1][ab1bt] F-F F-F
IV m Bb1[ab1at1bt] C F-F-F
IV n [bbab1at1bt] F-F-F-F
IV o Bb1[ab1at1]Bt1 C F-F-F
V a [ab1at1][at1at2]Bt2 F-F F-F C
V b [ab1at1][at1bt]Bt2 F-F F-F C
V c Bb1[ab1at1][at1bt] C F-F F-F
V d [bbab1][ab1at1bt] F-F F-F-F
V e Bb1[ab1at2][at2bt] C F-F F-F
VI a [bbab1][ab1at1][at1bt] F-F F-F F-F
Error margin. While we aim for completeness, due to the numer-
ical nature of our study we have to ignore very small sub-regions
of the studied parameter space and therefore might have missed out
on a particular light-curve morphology. Within this space we have
examined all iso-maxima regions larger than 10 by 10 pixel, i.e.
102 × 1/(u0−sampling) × π2 /(α−sampling), meaning that within
a given Einstein radius and with our sampling of 1600, the proba-
bility to observe that particular light-curve morphology is smaller
than 1/16 000.
Figure 8. Comparison of peak-number plots resulting from different source
sizes (from top to bottom: ρ = 0.005, 0.01, 0.02 θE), scale and ranges as
in Fig. 7: x-axis: 0 ≤ u0 ≤ 1.0, y-axis: 0.0 ≤ α ≤ π/2. The change in
iso-maxima regions is subtle, but noticeable. The smallest source not only
leads to more iso-maxima regions, but also to more numerical artefacts. Also
compare Fig. 7, where ρ = 0.002 θE.
Caustic feature regions. It is highly instructive to consider the
complete parameter space volume that corresponds to a peak created
by a particular caustic feature. This caustic feature region will cover
several iso-maxima regions, where the light curves show one or two
peaks due to this particular caustic element (see an example in
Fig. 9). If this information content could be properly harnessed,
it would provide an immediate key for the mapping of the lens
system to the light curve and from the light-curve morphology to
the caustic.
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Figure 9. Extended plot of the iso-maxima regions for s = 1.0 to illustrate
existing symmetries and the seamless continuation of iso-maxima regions
beyond the first quadrant. We have marked a caustic feature region: the green
outline frames the area where the at1 fold gives rise to a light-curve peak,
more specifically the top and bottom regions contain the fold entry [at1. . . ]
whereas the middle region contains the fold exit [. . . at1]. The green shade
marks areas where the at1 fold is crossed twice (requiring [. . . at1] [at1. . . ] to
be part of the light curve). Moving to a slightly smaller u0 from the shaded
area, the light curves will display the fold grazing [. . . at1. . . ].
For caustic-crossing point sources, this problem often reduces to
registering the intersection points of the straight source trajectory
with the caustic, which is a mathematically well-defined problem.
However, for non-caustic crossing peaks (i.e. cusp and fold ap-
proaches), caustic lines do not provide sufficient information. It
would be necessary to study the magnification map around caustics
in order to pin down the position of the maximum magnification
along the source trajectory and then assign this position to a nearby
caustic fold or cusp for classification. This approach appears too
complex to implement in practice.
6 C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E P RO S P E C T S
We have compiled an unprecedented catalogue of microlensing
light-curve morphologies for the equal-mass binary lens. We real-
ized that all peaks in microlensing light curves can be classified
in just four categories: cusp-grazing, cusp-crossing, fold-crossing
or fold-grazing. In order to achieve this complete classification, we
have developed a general notation scheme for the features of binary-
lens caustics. Our tool, plots of peak number over u0 and α, serves
to provide insight into the microlensing parameter space.
Before this work, statements of the diversity of binary microlens-
ing light curves were only made on reasonable but vague arguments.
With our detailed study we are able to assign numbers to all spe-
cific cases and open the way to more quantitative studies of binary
microlensing.
Apart from the pure taxonomical aspects, which are very inter-
esting from the theoretical point of view, Table 3 stands out as a
very powerful tool for modellers to relate an observed light curve
to all possible regions of the parameter space in which this light
curve can be found. This capability would help the construction
of more fail-safe algorithms that will guarantee a full exploration
Figure 10. Five pairs of double caustic crossings in one ten-maxima light
curve. This ‘quintuple F-F’ morphology cannot be created with an equal-
mass binary. The light curve is plotted as magnification on a logarithmic
scale in the range from 1 to 50 (dotted line at magnification 10), the time
axis covers four Einstein times. The small plot shows the correspond-
ing caustic topology and source trajectory (4.2 by 4.2 Einstein angles).
The caustic is computed with Caustic Finder by Schmidt, published 2008 at
causticfinder.sourceforge.net.
of the microlensing parameter space. In practice, seeds for fitting
algorithms can be placed in the middle of each iso-maxima region
so as to ensure a full exploration of all possible cases. Among
the currently running platforms for modelling using this principle
for setting initial conditions, we mention RTModel (Bozza 2010;
Bozza et al. 2012). The inclusion of our catalogue in the template
library consulted by RTModel would further diminish the chances
of missing any particular region in the parameter space.
Another interesting aspect that can be further investigated is the
probability of the occurrence of a given morphology. Having traced
the iso-maxima regions in the parameter space, it should not be
difficult to translate the volumes of the iso-maxima regions in prob-
abilities normalized by a physically motivated measure. In this way,
we would be able to quantify how ‘rare’ or common a morphology
is. The current iso-maxima plots would already suffice for proba-
bilities at fixed lens separations. However, for a more complete and
useful study, one should move through different lens separations
with a much smaller sampling step, so as to characterize the shapes
and the volumes of the regions in a more accurate way. Furthermore,
the final result would depend on the assumed prior distribution func-
tion for the separations of binary systems. Summing up, the study
of the relative frequencies of the different morphology classes is
certainly one of the most interesting directions opened up by our
work, which deserves the greatest attention and an adequate space
in dedicated future works.
We have only very briefly mentioned the existence of caustic-
feature regions as ‘meta regions’ to the iso-maxima regions, i.e.
the combination of all iso-maxima regions containing one specific,
caustic-related peak. Unfortunately, we have not yet found a good
way to extract and preserve the information about these meta re-
gions, but in fact they can provide a more fundamental understand-
ing of the parameter space, since iso-maxima regions are basically
just ‘stacks’ of caustic-feature regions. In contrast to iso-maxima
regions, caustic-feature regions are smooth structures and, like the
caustics they are derived from, they change continuously over the
parameter space. If their boundaries could be analytically derived
from the caustic lines, an elegant automatic classification could be
achieved.
Finally, we must remember that our work is limited to the equal-
mass static lens case. Higher-order effect such as parallax and or-
bital motion would dramatically increase the complexity of the
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Figure 11. Morphology class sample light curves, cf. Table 3, all to same scale (magnification 1 to 50, with dotted line at 10). Scale and ranges as in Fig. 10.
classification, adding very few new morphologies (at least in reason-
able physical cases) and would mainly distort existing iso-maxima
regions. The only really relevant and humanly achievable upgrade
of our catalogue should include a variable mass ratio.
While previous literature has shown only up to three pairs of
caustic crossings for a single microlensing caustic (e.g. Cassan et al.
2010), it is possible to draw a microlensing trajectory experiencing
five pairs of caustic crossings for a binary lens with a mass ratio
slightly smaller than one (see Fig. 6). This is a morphology that
is not present in this equal-mass catalogue. Indeed, most of the
new morphologies appearing in unequal-mass binary microlensing
would come from the close topology. Our plots of the iso-peak
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Figure 12. Morphology class sample light curves (continued).
regions in the (u0, α) space are done at fixed separation s. We can
follow the evolution of iso-maxima regions with a variation of s
in different plots and it is easy to refine the sampling in s in order
to catch all possible regions arising only in limited ranges of s.
The addition of a new parameter would make the search much more
complicated, as we should trace the evolution of iso-maxima regions
in a two-dimensional space with the danger that tiny intersections
may escape a search with a too coarse grid. New tricks are needed in
order to carry out this search efficiently and without omissions. The
equal-mass catalogue represents a good basis for this exploration
and an already powerful map for the comprehension of microlensing
of binary systems.
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Figure 13. Morphology class sample light curves (continued).
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Figure 14. Morphology class sample light curves (continued).
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Figure 15. Morphology class sample light curves (continued).
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Figure 16. Morphology class sample light curves (Continued).
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Figure 17. Morphology class sample light curves (continued).
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Figure 18. Morphology class sample light curves (continued).
Table 3. Overview of morphology classes for close, intermediate and wide topologies.
Morphology class Close Intermediate Wide
I C A1, Bt1, Ctp, Cts A1, Bt1 A1, Bt1, D1
II F-F [atp1atp2], [ats1ats2], [abp1atp2], [ats1bt],
[abp1atp1]
[at1at2], [ab1at2], [at1bt], [ab1bt], [bbbt] [ab1bt1], [bb1bt1]
C C Bt1Bt2, A1Bt1, A1Ctp, A1Cts, A1Bt2,
CtsBt2
Bt1Bt2, A1Bt1 Bt1Bt2, A1Bt1, Bb1D1, Bb1Bt2
C-C [A1A2] [A1A2] -
C-F [ats1Bt2], [A1atp2] [at1Bt2], [A1at2], [Bb1bt] [Bb1bt1]
III C F-F A1[atp1atp2], A1[abp1atp2], [ats1bt]Bt2,
A1[ats1bt], [abp1atp2]Bt2, [abp1atp1]Bt1,
[ats1ats2]Bt2, [ats1atp2]Bt2, [abp1atp2]Ctp,
[abp1atp1]Ctp, [abp1atp1]Bt2
A1[at1at2], A1[ab1at2], [at1bt]Bt2,
A1[at1bt], [ab1at2]Bt2, [ab1bt]Bt2,
Bb1[ab1bt], [ab1at1]Bt1, [at1at2]Bt2,
Bb1[bbbt]
[at1bt1]Bt2, A1[at1bt1], Bb1[ab1bt1],
[ab1at1]Bt1, [ab1bt1]Bt2, Bb1[bb1bt1],
A1[bb1bt1], [ab1bb1]Bt2
F-F-F [ats1btats2], [abp1atp1atp2] [at1btat2], [ab1at1at2], [ab1at1bt],
[bbab1bt], [ab1at2bt], [ab1btat2]
[ab1at1bt1], [ab1bb1bt1]
C F-C [A1atp2]A2, Cbp[abp1Ctp] [A1at2]A2, A1[at1Bt2], [A1bt]Bt2 [A1bt1]Bt2
C C C Bb1A1Bt1, A1CtsBt2 Bb1A1Bt1 Bb1A1Bt1, Bb1D1Bt2, A1Bt1Bt2, Bb1A1Bt2
C-F-F - [A1btat2] -
C C-F A1[Ctsbt] - -
IV C F-F C A1[atp1atp2]A2, A1[abp1atp2]A2,
A1[ats1ats2]Bt2, Bb1[abp1atp2]Bt2,
Bb1[abp1btp1]Bt1, Cbp[abp1atp2]Ctp
A1[at1at2]A2, A1[ab1at2]A2, A1[at1bt]Bt2,
A1[at1at2]Bt2, Bb1[ab1at2]Bt2,
Bb1[ab1at1]Bt1, A1[ab1bt]Bt2,
Bb1[ab1bt]Bt2
A1[at1bt1]Bt2, Bb1[bb1bt1]Bt2,
Bb1[ab1at1]Bt1, A1[ab1bt1]Bt2
F-F F-F [ats1bt][btats2], [abp1atp1][atp1atp2],
[abp1atp1][ats1bt]
[at1bt][btat2], [ab1at1][at1at2],
[ab1at1][at1bt], [bbab1][ab1bt],
[ab1at2][at2bt], [ab1bt][btat2]
[at1bt1][bt2at2], [ab1at1][at1bt1],
[ab1bb1][bb1bt1], [ab1bb1][bt2at2]
C F-F-F [abp1atp1atp2]Bt2, A1[ats1ats2bt] [ab1at1at2]Bt2, [ab1at1bt]Bt2,
Bb1[ab1at1bt], A1[at1btat2], A1[ab1btat2],
Bb1[ab1at2bt]
Bb1[ab1at1bt1], [ab1bb1bt1]Bt2
F-F-F-F - [bbab1at1bt], [ab1at1at2bt], [bbab1at2bt] -
C-F F-F - [ab1at1][at1Bt2], [A1bt][btat2] [A1bt1][bt2at2]
F-F C C [abp1atp1]CtpBt2, [abp1atp1]CtsBt2,
A1Cts[ats1bt], A1Cts[ats2bt],
[abp1atp1]CtsBt1
- [ab1bb1]D1Bt2
C-C C-C - - [A1D1][D2A2]
F-F C-F [abp1atp1][Ctsbt] - -
C-F C C - - [A1bt1]D1Bt2
C F-C C Cbp[abp1Ctp]Bt2 - -
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Table 3. – continued
Morphology class Close Intermediate Wide
V C F-F F-F [abp1atp1][atp1atp2]Bt1,
Bb1[abp1atp1][ats1bt],
Bb1[abp1atp1][ats2bt], A1[ats1ats2][ats2bt]
[ab1at1][at1at2]Bt2, Bb1[ab1at1][at1bt],
Bb1[ab1at2][at2bt], A1[at1bt][btat2],
A1[ab1bt][btat2]
Bb1[ab1at1][at1bt1], A1[at1bt1][bt2at2],
A1[ab1bt1][bt2at2], [ab1bb1][bb1bt1]Bt2,
[ab1bb1][bb1bt1]D1, A1[ab1bb1][bt1at2]
F-F F-F-F [abp1atp1][ats1ats2bt] [bbab1][ab1at1bt], [ab1at1][at1at2bt],
[ab1at1at2][at2bt], [bbab1][ab1at2bt],
[ab1bbbt][btat2]
-
C F-F-F C Bb1[abp1atp1atp2]Bt2 A1[at1btat2]A2 A1[ab1bb1bt1]Bt2
C F-F C C Bb1[abp1atp1]CtpBt2,
Cbp[abp1atp2]CtpBt2,
Cbp[abp1atp1]CtpBt2, Bb1[abp1atp1]CtsBt1
- A1[ab1bb1]D1Bt2, A1[at1bt1]D1Bt2,
A1[ab1bt1]D1Bt2
F-F C F-F [abp1atp1]Cts[ats2bt], [abp1atp1]Cts[ats1bt] - [ab1bb1]D2[bt2at2]
C F-F C-F Bb1[abp1atp1][Ctsbt] - -
C-C C-F C - - [A1D1][D2at2]A2
C-F F-F C - - [A1bt1][bt2at2]A2
C F-C F-F - - A1[ab1D1][bt2at2]
C-F C F-F - - [A1bt1]D1[bt2at2]
F-F C C C [abp1atp1]CtpCtsBt2 - -
C C F-C C Bb1Cbp[abp1Ctp]Bt2 - -
VI F-F F-F F-F [bbabs1][abp1atp1][ats1bt],
[abp1atp1][ats1ats2][ats2bt],
[bbabs1][abp1atp1][ats2bt]
[bbab1][ab1at1][at1bt],
[ab1at1][at1at2][at2bt],
[bbab1][ab1at2][at2bt]
-
C F-F F-F C Bb1[abp1atp1][atp1atp2]Bt2 A1[at1bt][btat2]A2 A1[at1bt1][bt2at2]A2,
A1[ab1bt1][bt2at2]A2,
A1[ab1bb1][bb1bt1]Bt2,
A1[ab1bb1][bt2at2]A2
C F-F C F-F Bb1[abp1atp1]Ctp[ats2bt],
Bb1[abp1atp1]Cts[ats2bt],
Bb1[abp1atp2]Ctp[ats2bt]
- A1[ab1bb1]D1[bt2at2],
A1[ab1bt1]D1[bt2at2],
A1[at1bt1]D1[bt2at2]
C F-F-F F-F Bb1[abp1atp1atp2][ats2bt] - A1[ab1bb1bt1][bt2at2]
C-F C F-F C - - [A1bt1]D1[bt2at2]A2
F-C C-C C-F [bbCbs][CbpCtp][Ctsbt] - -
C F-F C C-F Bb1[abp1atp1]Ctp[Ctsbt] - -
F-F F-F C-F [bbabs1][abp1atp1][Ctsbt] - -
F-F F-C F-F [bbabs1][abp1Ctp][ats2bt] - -
C-C C F-F C - - [A1D1]D2[bt2at2]A2
C F-C F-F C - - A1[ab1D1][bt2at2]A2
C C F-F C C Bb1Cbp[abp1atp2]CtpBt2,
Bb1Cbp[abp1atp1]CtpBt2,
Bb1Cbp[abp1atp1]CtpBt1
- -
C C F-C C C Bb1Cbp[abp1Ctp]CtsBt2 - -
C F-F C C C Bb1[abp1atp1]CtpCtsBt2 - -
VII F-F F-F C F-F [bbabs1][abp1atp1]Ctp[ats2bt],
[bbabs1][abp1atp1]Ctp[ats1bt],
[bbabs1][abp1atp2]Ctp[ats2bt]
- -
C F-F C C F-F Bb1[abp1atp1]CtpCts[ats2bt],
Bb1[abp1atp1]CtpCts[ats1bt]
- -
F-F F-F C C-F [bbabs1][abp1atp1]Ctp[Ctsbt] - -
C C C F-C C C Bb1CbsCbp[abp1Ctp]CtsBt2 - -
C C F-F C C C Bb1Cbp[abp1atp1]CtpCtsBt2 - -
F-F C C-C C-F [bbabs1]Cbs[CbpCtp][Ctsbt] - -
C C F-F C C-F Bb1Cbp[abp1atp1]Ctp[Ctsbt] - -
C F-C C F-F C - - A1[ab1D1]D2[bt2at2]A2
C-F C C F-F C - - [A1bt1]D1D2[bt2at2]A2
C F-F C F-F C - - A1[ab1bb1]D1[bt2at2]A2,
A1[ab1bt1]D1[bt2at2]A2,
A1[at1bt1]D1[bt2at2]A2
C F-F F-F F-F Bb1[abp1atp1][atp1atp2][ats2bt] - A1[ab1bb1][bb1bt1][bt2at2]
VIII F-F C F-F C F-F [bbabs1]Cbp[abp1atp1]Ctp[ats1bt],
[bbabs1]Cbp[abp1atp2]Ctp[ats2bt],
[bbabs1]Cbp[abp1atp1]Ctp[ats2bt]
- -
F-F C C-C C F-F [bbabs1]Cbs[CbsCtp]Cts[ats2bt] - -
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Table 3. – continued
Morphology Class Close Intermediate Wide
F-F C F-C C F-F [bbabs1]Cbp[abp1Ctp]Cts[ats2bt],
[bbabs1]Cbp[abp1Ctp]Cts[ats1bt]
- -
F-F C C F-C C-F [bbabs1]CbsCbp[abp1Ctp][Ctsbt] - -
F-F C F-F C C-F [bbabs1]Cbp[abp1atp1]Ctp[Ctsbt] - -
F-F F-F C C F-F [bbabs1][abp1atp1]CtpCts[ats2bt],
[bbabs1][abp1atp1]CtpCts[ats1bt]
- -
C C C F-F C C C Bb1CbsCbp[abp1atp2]CtpCtsBt2,
Bb1CbsCbp[abp1atp1]CtpCtsBt1
- -
C C F-F C C F-F Bb1Cbp[abp1atp1]CtpCts[ats2bt],
Bb1Cbp[abp1atp1]CtpCts[ats1bt]
- -
C C C F-F C C-F Bb1CbsCbp[abp1atp1]Ctp[Ctsbt] - -
C F-F C C F-F C A1[ab1bb1]D1D2[bt2at2]A2
IX F-F C C F-C C F-F [bbabs1]CbsCbp[abp1Ctp]Cts[ats2bt] - -
F-F C C F-F C C-F [bbabs1]CbsCbp[abp1atp1]Ctp[Ctsbt] - -
C C C F-F C C F-F Bb1CbsCbp[abp1atp1]CtpCts[ats2bt],
Bb1CbsCbp[abp1atp1]CtpCts[ats1bt]
- -
F-F C F-F C C F-F [bbabs1]Cbp[abp1atp1]CtpCts[ats2bt],
[bbabs1]Cbp[abp1atp1]CtpCts[ats1bt]
- -
X F-F C C F-F C C F-F [bbabs1]CbsCbp[abp1atp1]CtpCts[ats2bt],
[bbabs1]CbsCbp[abp1atp1]CtpCts[ats1bt]
- -
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